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The SDS, PEG and CTAB roofed MgO nano powders were synthesized 
by co-precipitation method.  The sintered nano powders was shown 
Fm-3m space group with cubic phase obtained by the XRD pattern. The 
lattice strain was calculated to be used Williamson-Hall equations (W-H). 
The formation of Mg-O bond and hydroxyl radicals on the surface were 
confirmed by the FTIR analyses. The TEM revealed that the morphology 
of sintered nano powders has three different dimensions (0D, 1D, 2D) 
with average crystallites size was about ̴ 20-80 nm and length usually 200-
500 nm. The UV-DRS spectra show that the ionic surfactants roofed MgO 
leads to band gap shrinkage. The evaluated optical band gap energy is Eg= 
4.10eV, 3.41eV and 3.12eV for SDS, PEG and CTAB-MgO nano powder 
respectively.  Also extending light absorption towards the visible region 
due to decrease in crystallite size of surfactants roofed MgO nano powders 
utilizing for photocatalytic purpose and opto electronic devices.

INTRODUCTION
The insulating oxide, MgO having wide band 

gap (>6 eV) and even surface features have 
been selected for importunate opto-electronic 
applications [1-3]. Significantly, MgO can be 
used for reactive adsorbents, they used to the 
cleansing of chemical warfare agents [4], dropping 
chlorofluorocarbons [5] and humanizing the 
transesterification reaction at the supercritical/
subcritical temperatures [6]. Considerable 
concern is focused on the control of the size and 
morphology of nanocrystalline materials can lead 
to the discovery of new physical and chemical 
properties [7]. Desirably, small particles are roofed 
by different organic molecules, which form a 
chemical bond with the molecules on the particle 
surface. Such materials are considered to have 
potential applications in biological cell dissolution, 
in magnetic separation of minerals, as fillers in 
polymer matrices, and also for the removal of toxic 

elements from industrial wastes [8]. However, 
large scale, high-efficiency controlled synthesis of 
nanostructures still remains as a challenge. In that, 
co-precipitation method is capable way to synthesis 
of nano size particles due to its simple course, high 
yielding and enthralling method. In this work, we 
successfully synthesize MgO nanopowder by co-
precipitation method using magnesium acetate 
hexahydrate and phthalic acid with three different 
ionic surfactants. The morphological, structural 
and optical properties of the SDS, PEG, and CTAB 
roofed MgO nano powders are reported.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
1.5 g of magnesium acetate hexahydrate [Mg 

(CH3COO)2] was dissolved in 50 ml of double 
distilled water and kept was under stirring.  0.8 g 
of phthalic acid was added to the above solution. 
After that, 1 g of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was 
added into the solution; the white sol was stirred 
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for few hours then dried at 100°C for entire day.  
The above procedure was repeated for PEG and 
CTAB roofed samples in spite of SDS. Then, dried 
sample was washed systematically to eliminate 
the impurities. The yield SDS, PEG and CTAB roofed 
MgO precipitate resin dried ambient temperature 
and then sintered at 600° for 360 min in alumina 
crucible.

Characterization Techniques
The as synthesized samples were systematically 

characterized using various techniques. The 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the MgO were 
obtained by the XRD Analytical X’Pert Pro MPD 
with CuKα radiation. The morphology and size 
of the MgO crystallites were determined using a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM; JEOL JSM-
7600 F,) and a High resolution transmission 
electron microscope (HRTEM; JEOL JEM-2100 F). 
UV-Vis spectrum of the sample was recorded on 
Perkin Elmer- Lambda Spectrometers in the range 
of 190-1100 nm.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The X-ray diffraction pattern of cationic, anionic 

and non-ionic surfactant assisted MgO nano 
powder was shown in Fig. 1(a). The XRD pattern 
revealed that the nano powder have an Fm-3m 
space group with cubic phase. The finer orientation 
plane and diffracting angle of cubic nano powder is 
(200) at 2θ= 42.89775°, 42.84443°, 42.8542°. The 
other peaks at 2θ values of 36.6525°, 62.2756°, 
74.6436°, 78.6036°: 36.8541°, 62.2344°, 74.6328°, 
78.5807° and 36.8689°, 62.2489°, 74.6114°, 
78.5781° are respectively to correspond (111), 
(220), (311) and (222) orientation planes of SDS, 
PEG and CTAB-MgO nano powder.. The observed 

diffraction pattern was consistent with standard 
JCPDS file (04-0829). Small peaks are observed in 
the diffraction pattern of SDS- MgO at an angle 
20-35°. This may be due to the sulfate in SDS. No 
extra contamination peaks were observed in the 
other diffraction patterns revealed that prepared 
nano powders are of high purity and crystalline in 
nature. The crystallite size of surfactants assisted 
MgO were calculated by the Debye-Scherrer 
equation [9]
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where D – average crystallite size, K – shape 

factor (0.94), λ – wavelength of Cu Kα radiation 
(1.541 A°), β – Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) 
of reflection (in radians) located at 2θ and θ –angle 
of reflection (in degrees) was used to relate the 
crystallite size to the line broadening. The average 
crystallite size was found to be about 33.75 nm, 
20.27 nm and 18.70 nm for SDS, PEG and CTAB- 
MgO respectively.

The induced strain in powders due to crystal 
defect and deformation was calculated using the 
formula: 
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From Equations1 and 2, it was confirmed 
that the peak width from crystallite size varies 
as 1/cosθ strain varies as tanθ. Assuming that 
the particle size and strain contributions to line 
broadening are independent to each other and 
both have a Cauchy-like profile, the observed line 
breadth is simply the sum of Equations 1 and 2 and 
rearranging the above equation, we get

 

𝛽𝛽ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘  𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =  𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝐷𝐷 + 4𝜀𝜀 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 ⁄  
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The above equations are Williamson-Hall 

Fig.1. SDS, PEG and CTAB roofed MgO of (a) XRD pattern, (b) Graph of Crystalline size with Lattice Strain and (c) FTIR Spectra.
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equations. A plot is drawn with 4sinθ along the 
x-axis and βhkl cosθ along the y-axis for as-prepared 
MgO nano powders. From the linear fit to the 
data, the crystalline size was estimated from the 
y-intercept, and the strain ε, from the slope of the 
fit. The strain was assumed to be uniform in all 
crystallographic directions, thus considering the 
isotropic nature of the crystal, where the material 
properties are independent of the direction along 
which they are measured [10]. 

The room temperature FT-IR spectrum of (a) 
CTAB, (b) PEG, (c) SDS- MgO shown in Fig.1 (c). 
Spectra (a), (b) and (c) observed the sharp feature 
band at  ̴ 3650-3695 cm-1 and the wide stretching 
band at 3442 cm-1 indicates the formation of 
hydroxyl group (-OH) on the crystal face [11] and 
intensity weakened due to the distribution of 
hydroxyl group on the MgO surface. The major 
widened peak in the IR range 400-600 cm-1 which 
is the ascribed the formation of Mg-O bonds [12]. 
At spectra SDS-MgO, that peak should be spitted 
into two bands indicate that the low frequency 

stretching band (ν2) [9]. The absorption band at 
2360, 2366 and 2362 cm-1 may absorb CO2 in air 
[13]. In CTAB-MgO spectra shows the asymmetric 
stretching vibration of carbonate ion at 1483.26 
and 1421.54 cm-1 (ν3 mode) indicating the existence 
of carbonate as bicarbonate species [11].  In SDS-
MgO spectra observed the spiky peak at  ̴1112.93 
and 1163.08 cm-1 is related to the proportion of 
saturated acyl group, which is close agreement 
with the reported values [14]. The above studies 
established the formation and purity of the MgO 
nano powder.

The SEM images of SDS, PEG and CTAB- 
MgO nano powders shows petite crystallites 
of consistent allocation and their shapes is not 
clearly discernable due to the tiny crystallites 
which is requires higher resolution capability. The 
TEM images of synthesized nano powder visibly 
shown in Fig.2 revealed that the nano powder has 
different morphologies and the ionic surfactants 
roofed around the nano particle surface. The 
morphologies of CTAB have 2D- hexagonal with 

Fig. 2. (a), (b) and (c) SEM images, (a’), (b’) and (c’) TEM images (a’’), (b’’)and (c’’) HR-TEM images and 
simultaneous SAED  pattern of CTAB, PEG and SDS - MgO nano powders.
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few spherical and PEG - MgO has 0D- spherical 
shape while that SDS- MgO has 1D-rod with 
hexagonal shapes with average crystalline sizes 
are ̴ 20-80 nm and length of rods usually 200- 500 
nm. The SAED patterns (inset of Fig. 2(a),(b),(c)) 
taken from individual crystallites showed clear 
rings corresponding to (200), (220) and (222) 
planes signifying that the synthesized particles 
are possesses polycrystalline MgO with cubic 
structure.

The optical absorption spectra of SDS, PEG 
and CTAB-MgO nano powder were recorded to 
investigate their optical properties as shown 
in Fig. 3(a). The samples are in close to visible 
region and absorption maxima decreased which is 
minimization of crystallites and structural defects. 
The optical band gap was projected from the 
relation [9], 

(𝛼𝛼ℎ𝜗𝜗)2 = 𝐴𝐴(ℎ𝜗𝜗 − 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔)𝑚𝑚                                  (4)

where α- absorption coefficient, A - constant, Eg - 
band gap energy, m - constant (for direct transition 
is 1). The linear fit of the curve extrapolated 
between (αhν)2 and photon energy axis (hυ) gives 

band gap energy shown in Fig. 3(b). 
The obtained optical band gap is Eg= 4.10eV, 

3.41eV and 3.12eV for SDS, PEG and CTAB-MgO 
nano powder respectively. The optical band 
gap has narrowed which is the electron transfer 
from valance band to conduction band easily. 
This consequence is well consistent with earlier 
reports [15, 16].  The absorption edge at higher 
wavelength region revealed that the nano powders 
can proficiently utilize for photocatalytic purpose.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have produced three different 

surfactants roofed MgO nanopowder in nano 
dimensions by co-precipitation method. The 
XRD pattern revealed the Fm-3m space group 
with cubic phase and average crystallite sizes 
was about 33.75 nm, 20.27 nm and 18.70 nm for 
SDS, PEG and CTAB- MgO respectively. The small 
crystallites CTAB- MgO have a maximum strains 
were confirmed by Williamson Hall equation. The 
TEM pattern reveals 0D, 1D and 2D fine structure 
with less agglomeration and SAED pattern shows 
polycrystalline nature of the nano powders. The 
evaluated optical band gap energy is Eg= 4.10eV, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. (a) UV-DRS Spectra, (b) corresponding Taue’s plot of SDS, PEG and CTAB- MgO nano powder.
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3.41eV and 3.12eV for SDS, PEG and CTAB-
MgO nano powder respectively. The maximum 
absorption in near visible region signifying the 
possibility of utilizing these nano powders as 
an efficient photo catalyst and opto-electronic 
materials.
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